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ABSTRACT The open collaborative characteristics of online encyclopedia and the large number of
ambiguity phenomena in the encyclopedia entry lead to inappropriate classification of plenty of Infobox
knowledge triples of entries, which requires for refining and denoising of large-scale knowledge to improve
the precision of Knowledge Base (KB). The enormous amount of triples in theKBswill cause excessive serial
computing time expenditure by knowledge denoising and disambiguation processing. Existing knowledge
refinement and disambiguation techniques have limitations in terms of scalability and time-efficient. There
is still few typical research on the parallel processing of knowledge refinement in distributed environment.
Therefore, this paper proposes a novel parallel algorithm for Chinese large-scale knowledge refinement
based on MapReduce to further improve the overall system computing speed through parallel optimization
for serial algorithm. Based on the original serial refining algorithm which can enhance the precision of
encyclopedia-oriented KBs, results show that the novel parallel denoising algorithm proposed in this paper
can further provide the system with good scalability and high speedup.

INDEX TERMS Knowledge base, knowledge refinement, similarity computing, parallel computing,
MapReduce.

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Base (KB) building for machine readable and
understandable is the important way to achieve the vision of
‘‘Web of Data’’ [1]. As KBs are used for handling semantic
query and reasoning on the web, the intelligent application
system built on the basis of KBs can provide more accurate
and comprehensive information for users.

A. MOTIVATION
Chinese is the native language of the world’s largest popula-
tion. As China’s economy develops, Chinese is increasingly
being used as a second language in the world. With the
development of Semantic Web, large-scale KBs described in
Chinese have been constructed and shared on the web [2].
Unfortunately, due to the improper classification of massive
Infobox knowledge triples caused by the open-collaborative
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of online encyclopedia and the plenty of ambiguity between
entries, there are a large amount of noise knowledge existing
in Chinese online encyclopedia KBs [3], [4]. In order to avoid
the precision of KBs from being lowered by noise knowledge,
it is believed that refining and denosing the noise triples can
provide the KBs with high quality and precision.

Unfortunately, with the continuously increasing of knowl-
edge and RDF triples on the online encyclopedia, the enor-
mous quantity of triples in KB will lead to excessive serial
computing time expenditure of algorithms. Dealing with the
tremendous amount of triples in the process of refining the
KBs on a single machine environment will inevitably lead
to the unacceptable time expenditures and non-scalability of
system. Therefore, in order to make our system scalable and
high efficiency, on the basis of the serial knowledge denos-
ing algorithm, we further improve it to a MapReduce-based
parallel algorithm and provide our system with scalability in
distributed environment.
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B. CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

i) With BaiduBaike as the target KB for refinement,
Hudong as the referencedKB, the initial similarity computing
of Chinese knowledge triples is conducted by integrating the
Edit-Distance [35] and Chinese TongYiCiCiLin similarity
algorithm [14]. The initial similarity is defined as the mass
of triple in the encyclopedia knowledge data field.

Because there are both the literal and semantic similarity
between the Chinese knowledge triples in Semantic Web
environment, so it is one-sided and inaccurate to only adopt
one method. Thus, after comparing two algorithm results,
the larger value is selected for accumulation to the initial
similarity result of the BaiduBaike triple.

ii) Because the enormous amount of triples in KB will
lead to excessive serial computing time expenditure brought
by initial similarity computing tasks. Therefore, in order to
archive the scalability of our system, a MapReduce-based
method for parallel optimization of the initial similarity algo-
rithm is proposed in this paper.

For example, while computing the initial similarity value of
the Infobox triple of BaiduBaike entry ‘‘Li Na’’, the number
of Infobox knowledge triple involved in the data field of
BaiduBaike ‘‘People’’ top-class is about 200,000, and the
number of Infobox knowledge triple contained in Hudong
‘‘People’’ top-class is about 300,000. If the initial similarity
serial computing of full pairing mapping is conducted on this
scale, the executing times of similarity algorithmwill be up to
as (20× 104)× (30× 104) = 6× 1010 times (about 6 billion
times). Through preliminary testing, such scale requires for
the continuous operation of an ordinary PC (2.4GHz 4-cores
CPU, 4Gmemory) for about 264 hours. The time expenditure
is obviously unacceptable.

iii) In order to further improve the precision of KB,
an Infobox knowledge triple-constructed nuclear field-like
potential function is involved by means of initial similarity
value and semantic distance between tags of entry to compute
the target similarity value of the triples.

Specifically, we introduce a piecewise function based on
semantic distance between triple’s tags and embed it into the
nuclear field-like potential function. The piecewise function
is used for punishing the improper classified triples so as to
optimize and decrease its initial similarity value in its triples
set. Finally, the processes of re-ranking and deleting of lower-
ranked knowledge triples are carried out based on the target
similarity value for the purpose of refining a large number of
improper classification and ambiguity of triples in Chinese
encyclopedia KBs.

II. RELATED WORK
With the development of the Internet and the advent of
online encyclopedia such as Wikipedia1, BaiduBaike2 and

1http://www.wikipedia.org
2http://baike.baidu.com/

Hudong3, knowledge creations on the web are increasingly
emerging in open and collaborative patterns. The prosperous
development of online encyclopedia provides a good data
source for knowledge discovery in open-domain. It is avail-
able to build the open-domain KBs based on multi-domain
knowledge published on the online encyclopedia. The wiki
systems support for automatic construction of large-scale
KB, as it is available to support semantic query and reason-
ing by RDF triples graph. Hence, the automatic building of
KBs based on online encyclopedia and online encyclopedia-
oriented knowledge discovery are attracting more and more
attentions from researchers.

Some typical works, such as: YAGO [5], DBpedia [6] and
Freebase are regarded as extremely representative large-scale
semantic KBs built on the basis of Wikipedia system and
Semantic Web technology specifications, they extract knowl-
edge from structured information of the wiki page through
specific wikis system middleware. The hierarchical relation
in open classification system of encyclopedia is confirmed
as the ‘‘is-a’’ relationship between concepts. At the same
time, the Infobox on the entry web page contains enormous
knowledge triples. DBpedia is jointly developed by the Free
University of Berlin and the University of Leipzig which
can automatically extract, transform and generate semantic
data from a dataset released on the Internet (e.g., Wikipedia)
and establish a semantic KB, add statements of facts and
properties of relations in an open way, thus far exceeding the
traditional models of manually built in efficiency and scale.
Kylin [7], [8] system develop by FeiWu and S.Weld et al. not
only concentrates on the structured information appearing on
wiki encyclopedia entry page but also tries to extract knowl-
edge triples from unstructured texts in Wikipedia. DBpedia
has been proved as a successful structured KB and has linked
semantic data in many different domains as the Hub for
Linked Open Data (LOD) [9], thus forming a grand-scale
LOD Web.

Most of the existing semantic datasets are based on English
expression, while the research and release of Chinese KBs
and LOD are still at the starting stage. Google has released
retrieval service for Freebase, and officially proposed the
concept of ‘‘Knowledge Graph’’ (KG) in 2012.

With the advent of the era of Big Data and KG, differ-
ent kinds of knowledge have emerged as a flood. With the
extremely fast growth of the number of entries in Chinese
encyclopedia and the scale of KB, plenty of relevant research
results have also come into being. Chen et al. [10] propose to
automatically extract well-formed training samples by using
the property-value pair information in Chinese encyclopedia
Infobox, thus extracting large-scale knowledge triples from
unstructured texts in encyclopedia based on statistical learn-
ing model. Twelve effective features of Chinese Wikipedia
tag are designed from the perspectives of lexical, grammatical
and structural aspects to predict and extract ‘‘is-a’’ relation-
ship by Li et al. [11], in which the Skip-gram model is

3http://www.hudong.com/
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used for training word embedding, mining and description of
semantic relationships in the plain-text. The ‘‘is-a’’ relation
inference method based on language pattern, heuristic rules
and association rules mining is proposed. In the end, a large-
scale Chinese classification system construction algorithm
is proposed to design and implement the Chinese classi-
fication system query system: CTCS2, so as to meet the
requirements of semantic query. Wang et al. [4] propose a
new approach of automatic building for domain ontology
based onmachine learning algorithm, and by which the large-
scale e-Gov ontology is built automatically. In the first stage,
rough mapping from thesaurus to ontology is carried out, and
domain rough ontology is formed according to the conversion
rules. In the second stage, the structured knowledge and rough
ontology in open encyclopedia are automatically merged and
expanded to form the domain ontology with rich semantic
information. As mentioned above, the existing KB build-
ing methods based on semi-automatically or automatically
extract knowledge mainly depend on the semi-structured
and structured information published on the web. However,
the efficiency and precision of KBs still need to be further
improved and optimized.

In the past few years, research work on Chinese LOD
based on Chinese large-scale KB has been carried out rapidly.
Wang et al. [3] propose to extract the hierarchical relation
between concepts based on classification system of Chinese
encyclopedia, to obtain concept properties and encyclopedia
entries on web pages containing Infobox. Finally, a Chinese
encyclopedia KB has been built and a co-reference rela-
tionship with DBpedia based on simple keywords match-
ing strategy has been established. Niu et al. [12] conduct
semantic integration of BaiduBaike, Hudong and Chinese
Wikipedia4, and developed an instance-level Chinese LOD
application system. Wang et al. [13] propose a multi-source
KB entity alignment algorithm based on online semantic tag,
which can align Chinese encyclopedia entities by comprehen-
sive usage of attribute tags, category tags and unstructured
text keywords. After being tested in experiments, the algo-
rithm is proved to solve the multi-source KB entity align-
ment problem, and can maintain a good recall of up to
55% under the precision of up to 95%. It can satisfy the
demands of KB entity alignment after being applied to prac-
tical system. Wang et al. [2] propose a Schema-Level ori-
ented large-scale Chinese LOD building model which firstly
simplified and compressed the large-scale Chinese ontology
mapping scale based on quasi-nuclear force potential func-
tion with improved fusion concept similarity and dissimi-
larity. Secondly, similarity measurement has been conducted
on combined concepts by introducing sequence alignment
algorithm [14].

Furthermore, KB acan also provide ancillary support
for research work in relevant fields. For example, massive
named entities in KB and relationship between them can be
used as large-scale knowledge corpus in natural language

4http://zh.wikipedia.org/

processing (NLP) field. In addition, research work on clas-
sical problems such as semantic relevance measurement,
word sense disambiguation, and co-reference relationship
recognition between entities have been widely carried out
based on this [15]. Microsoft and Google have detected
its potential value, acquired PowerSet (a Wikipedia-based
natural language search engine) and MetaWeb respectively,
and improved their own search engine based on the acquired
technology. Richard [16] propose a KB management system
according to the fact that some existing intelligent support
systems cannot provide sufficient verification tests, thus pro-
viding a complete life cycle environment for the development
and verification of business rules and expert systems.

Nowadays, towards the development of new technologies,
there is a trend in different areas of Web 3.0 that allow
analyzing very large-scale of datasets efficiently. In recent
years, in order to guarantee the scalability of systems, paral-
lel computing technology (e.g., MapReduce framework) has
been widely applied to some typical areas in Semantic Web
based on distributed environment, such as: large-scale RDF
triples store, inference, query, change detection, and LOD.

Rohloff and Schantz [17] design SHARD system based
on Hadoop, which stores RDF in HDFS and supports the
storage of large-scale semantic data. In order to improve the
efficiency of large-scale semantic data query, all queries is
converted to MapReduce jobs, which can ensure the fault tol-
erance and scalability of the system.While querying the RDF
graph, the minimum decomposition unit of HadoopRDF [18]
is also the triple pattern, and it also uses MapReduce to
divide RDF triples into multiple small files based on pred-
icates. S2X [19] firstly matches all triple patterns in the
query, then gradually discards some intermediate results by
iteration calculating, and finally joins the remaining matched
results. Virtuoso [20] processes RDF graph queries based
on relational databases, transforms SPARQL into SQL, and
obtains matching results through join operations of RDB
tables. S2RDF [21] introduce a relational partitioning schema
for RDF data called ExtVP that uses a semi-join based pre-
processing, akin to the concept of Join Indices in relational
databases, to efficiently minimize query input size regard-
less of its pattern shape and diameter based on Spark [22].
Peng et al. [23] use a distributed framework to perform
SPARQL queries based on gStore. In the local computing
stage, each node in the cluster matches the complete query,
and then in the assemble stage, a large number of local match-
ing results are sent to the central node for join operations
so as to get the final results. Shao et al. [24] proposes RDF
graph storage system based on MPI [25]: Trinity, which is
totally based on distributed memory. Trinity.RDF [26] store
RDF data in its native graph form, so it can support random
walks and reachability onRDF graphs aswell. TriAD [27] use
asynchronous MPI to execute SPARQL, which establishes
6 indexes of SPO. RDF triples are partitioned into these
indexes, and a locality-based RDF graph summarization is
used to speed up queries. The Jena-HBase system [28] is
developed by using the Jena interface to meet the needs of
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large-scale RDF data processing. The system uses HBase to
manage and solve the storage problem of large-scale RDF
data. Wang et al. [29] proposed a query processor based
on MapReduce framework: SDec, which has high query
efficiency for SPARQL BGP on large-scale RDF graph; in
addition, it further improves the efficiency of query algorithm
by postponing Cartesian product operation.

Ahn et al. [30] propose G-Diff, a Map key grouping
algorithm based on MapReduce for RDF change detection.
It groups triples by URIs during Map phase and sends the
triples to a particular Reduce task rather thanmultiple Reduce
tasks. Also based on distributed environment andMapReduce
framework, Lee et al. [31] propose a similarity-based RDF
change detection system which can match blank nodes and
produce smaller delta results.

Based on virtual documents and MapReduce techniques,
Zhang et al. [32] propose a 3-stage approach which signif-
icantly reduces the run time of ontology matching process.
They use a word-weight-based partition method to calculate
similarities between entities in the reducers. VDoc+ [33]
is an improved word-weight based partitioning method
based on Ref. [32], so as to make it more flexible to
fit different preferences on efficiency and effectiveness.
Torre-Bastida et al. [34] implement theMap-Reduce process-
ing framework and context-based ontology matching tech-
niques so as to discover the maximum number of possible
relationships between entities within different data sources in
an computationally efficient fashion.

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, existing
knowledge refinement and disambiguation techniques have
limitations in terms of scalability and time-efficient. There is
still few typical research on the parallel processing method
of encyclopedia knowledge refinement and disambiguation
in distributed environment.

III. BACKGROUND
A. KNOWLEDGE TRIPLES: INFOBOX PARSERING FROM
THE STRUCTURED-INFORMATION ON ENTRY’S WEB PAGE
The 11 top-classes in BaiduBaike and Hudong refer to the
classification tree of both of them, namely: People, Sports,
Life, Culture, Science, Economy, History, Society, Geogra-
phy, Nature, and Art. According to the classification sys-
tem of encyclopedia, each entry can belong to one or more
classification concepts(classes). Obviously, these entries are
instances of the classification concept.

The structured-information of each entry appearing on
entry’s web page is called as: Infobox, which can be directly
parsed into a set of knowledge triples, that is to say, all triples
in this set belong to the instance of entry.

The triple defined in this paper is constituted by sub-
ject, predicate and object, respectively. Knowledge triple is
denoted by < S, P, O >, in which subject, predicate and
object are denoted as S, as P, and O, separately. This knowl-
edge acquisition process can be automated by parsing the
entry’s HTML pages of Encyclopedia.

For example, the entry card of entry: ‘‘Qian Xuesen’’
belongs to unstructured-information, where contains a fac-
tual statement in its plain-text description: ‘‘Qian Xue-
sen (December 11, 1911 - October 31, 2009), was born
in Shanghai, and his native place is Hangzhou, Zhejiang
Province.’’ The knowledge contained in it: ‘‘Born in Shang-
hai’’ is expressed in the Infobox on this entry’s page as a
record: ‘‘Birthplace: Shanghai’’. Therefore, the structured-
information appearing in the Infobox can be directly ex-
tracted and transformed into triple form: < Qian Xuesen,
birthplace, Shanghai>. The construction process of Chinese
encyclopedia KBs is shown in Fig.1 [4].

B. THE SEMANTIC TAGS OF TRIPLES
The semantic tags discussed in this paper are divided into two
parts:

i) The one part is the encyclopedia entries’ tags labeled by
its open collaborative editors. Especially in the BaiduBaike,
there are two kinds of tags for entries: classification tag and
property tag. These two kinds of tags are not distinguished on
the web page of entries. Therefore, entry’s tags of BaiduBaike
can be used to describe both the classification and the prop-
erties of entries.

ii) The other part is the misclassified-tags labeled by previ-
ous work because of the ambiguity caused by a large number
of encyclopedia entries which have the same name but differ-
ent meanings. These tags are named as ambiguous tag. The
ambiguous categorization of entries will eventually result in
all Infobox triples contained in the entries being labeled with
the ambiguous tags.

In this paper, tags in the two parts mentioned above are
collectively called as semantic tag. They form a set T of
semantic tags, in which each tag appearing in classification
tree of Chinese encyclopedias. There are two possible cases
where noise triples would be generated. Below we will take
the BaiduBaike’s entry ‘‘Verona’’ for example to explain:

i) Incorrect categorization may occur when entries are cat-
egorized according to entry’s tags, that is: if an entry contains
a tag describing its properties, then all the triples of this entry
will be inappropriately classified under the concept of the
classification tree corresponding to the property tag.

For example, the ‘‘Sports’’ tag is used to characterize the
properties of entry: ‘‘Verona’’(a famous football club in Italy)
rather than to declare the classification to which it belongs.

ii) The inappropriate categorization of these ambiguity
entries will result in the ambiguous categorization of all the
Infobox knowledge triples contained in the entry. Besides,
because of open collaborative editing mode of online ency-
clopedia, it should be noted that the encyclopedia tags of the
first part of the entry itself may also contain some improperly
categorized tags by the entry’s editors, which will also lead
to inappropriate categorization of the triples.

For example, the entry ‘‘Verona’’ has five homonymous
terms, these ambiguity entries belong to five different Ency-
clopedia sub-classes, i.e. Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy,
Football and Sports. Therefore, when the previous work
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FIGURE 1. The construction process of Chinese encyclopedia KBs.

system classifies the entry, it will cause the ambiguity of the
entry itself, which will lead to all the ambiguity entries being
classified to every sub-class in the set T of semantic tags. That
is, causing the following results:

Verona(Scenic Spots)→ Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy,
Football, Sports

Verona(Geography) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy,
Football, Sports

Verona(Italy)→ Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy, Football,
Sports

Verona(Football) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy,
Football, Sports

Verona(Sports) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy,
Football, Sports

The word in brackets indicates the correct classification of
each entry with the same name. ’’→’’ means ‘‘be classified’’.

All of the problems mentioned above will bring a large
number of noise and error information to the large-scale open-
domain KB, and finally degrade KB’s precision.

It should be noted that all semantic tags of triples do not
necessarily all exist in the encyclopedia classification tree.
In this paper, we do not consider the tags do not exist in the
encyclopedia classification tree.

The method proposed in this paper tries to solve the prob-
lemsmentioned above, namely the noise challenge in Chinese
KB. We label all the classification concepts in set T of

an entry in the form of semantic tags (including correct or
incorrect classification, property, and ambiguous tags) onto
each triple of this entry.

IV. OVERALL DESIGN
In general, the whole triple refinement process is systemati-
cally divided into the following two stages:

i) First Stage: Initial similarity computing of triples by
using multi-strategy integrated similarity algorithm combin-
ingwith cross-language universal Edit-Distancewith Chinese
TongYiCiCiLin.

In this paper, we mainly parallel the process of the first
stage based on MapReduce.

ii) Second Stage: Initial similarity correction by using
the triple-constructed nuclear field-like potential function to
compute the target similarity of triple for the final purpose of
knowledge denoising and refinement.

A. FIRST STAGE: SERIAL ALGORITHM OF THE INITIAL
SIMILARITY COMPUTING OF INFOBOX TRIPLES
The initial similarity computing in this paper is conducted
between triple sets in BaiduBaike sub-class and Hudong
top-class. For example, for initial similarity computing of
BaiduBaike sub-class ‘‘Currency’’, the triple initial similarity
computing together with Hudong top-class ‘‘Economy’’ is
required as ‘‘currency’’ sub-class belongs to ‘‘Economy’’
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TABLE 1. Example of a TongYiCiCiLin code of ‘‘China’’.

FIGURE 2. The mapping relations for initial similarity computing.

top-class in BaiduBaike. Therefore, mapping of all the triples
in the ‘‘Economy’’ top-class in Hudong is required for initial
similarity computing and accumulation.

The specific algorithm is shown as follows:
Suppose bi, hj as any triple in the triple set B of a

BaiduBaike sub-class and any triple in the triple set H of
Hudong top-class. B and H contain m and n knowledge
triples, respectively.

Suppose < bs, bp, bo >, < hs, hp, ho > as knowledge
triples of BaiduBaike and Hudong in the form of < S, P,
O > respectively. The mapping computing relations are
shown in Fig.2.

Thus, the method of computing the initial similarity S_bi
of triple bi is expressed in Eq. (1):

S_bi=
n∑
j=1

SIM
(
bi · hj

)
=bi · h1+bi · h2+· · ·+bi · hn (1)

Specifically, compute the two similarity values based on
the Edit-Distance algorithm and TongYiCiCiLin algorithm
at the same time of initial similarity computing; conduct
complementary integration of the similarity value of the Edit-
Distance and the similarity value of TongYiCiCiLin accord-
ing to the preset method to finally obtain first-stage initial
similarity of the triple.

1) EDIT-DISTANCE SIMILARITY COMPUTING
Suppose any triple in the triple set B of a BaiduBaike sub-
class as bi =< bis, bip, bio >, any triple in set H of Hudong
top-class corresponding to set B as hj =< hjs, hjp, hjo >, the

Edit-Distance similarity between the subjects in the triples bi
and hj can be given by Eq.(2). The similarity value between
predicates and objects can be obtained in a similar way.

SIME
(
bis, hjs

)
=

1

1+ |STEP(bis,hjs)|
max(len(bis),len(hjs))

(2)

where, | STEP(bis, hjs)| is the required edit-operation times
to make bis and hjs equal. The length of characters bis and hjs
can be denoted as len(bis) and len(hjs).

2) TongYiCiCiLin SIMILARITY COMPUTING
‘‘TongYiCiCiLin’’ edited by Mei [36] in 1983 is a Chinese
synonym dictionary with the original aim at providing more
synonymous expressions and translation work. This dictio-
nary contains not only the synonym of an entry but also a
certain number of entries of the same kind, namely, related
entries in a broad sense. In the Chinese synonym dictionary
TongYiCiCiLin, each vocabulary after coding is organized in
a tree structure in a hierarchical relation with five layers from
top to bottom. There are code identifiers in corresponding
levels respectively, which are arranged from left to right to
constitute CiLin code of lexical unit. Each node in the tree
represents a concept, and the connotative semantic correlation
between entries will increase with the increase of layer. The
Chinese words co-reference relationship identification can
actually be abstracted as the issue of identifying Chinese
synonyms. We actually adopted the extended version in this
invention, namely: HIT TongYiCiCiLin (extended)5, as the
dictionary lexicon for the TongYiCiCiLin similarity comput-
ing [14]. It is the largest dictionary of Chinese synonyms at
present. It contains the largest number of Chinese synonyms.

Taking the lexical unit ‘‘ (China)’’ as an example
(TongYiCiCiLin code: ‘‘Di02A03=’’), its TongYiCiCiLin
code format as indicated in Table 1.

Firstly, TongYiCiCiLin code parsing of subject, predicate
and object in the triple according to the structural characteris-
tics of TongYiCiCiLin for sub-code extraction from the first
to the fifth layer and comparison from the sub-code in the first
layer. In case of different sub-codes, give the corresponding
similarity weight of the mapping according to the appeared
layer. The deeper layer of the sub-codes appear, the higher the
similarity weight, otherwise the lower. The semantic similar-
ity between the triples can be obtained by the TongYiCiCiLin
similarity algorithm: SIMT. In this case, SIMT is adopted to

5http://ir.hit.edu.cn/demo/ltp/Sharing_Plan.htm
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explain with the similarity computing between the subjects in
two triples as an example. The similarity computing between
the predicates and the objects can be obtained in a similar
way, as shown in Eq. (3):

SIMT
(
bis, hjs

)
= λ×

Ln
|L|
× cos

(
NT ×

π

180

)
×

(
NT − D+ 1

NT

)
(3)

To adjust the parameter semantic correlation factors, thus
controlling the possible similarity degree of lexical units in
branches at different layers, λ ∈ (0,1). When λ is set to
0.9, our method can achieve the best overall performance.
Because TongYiCiCiLin tree consists of 5 layers altogether,
so L = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. |L| is the number of elements in the
set L and equals to 5 in this system. Setting ∀Ln ∈ L, Ln is
the n-th layer’s number where different sub-codes appearing
between bis and hjs. NT is the total number of nodes of bis and
hjs on the branch of the n-th layer. D is the code-distance at
bis and hjs’s branch.

3) INTERLINKINGVALUE - THE TRIPLE INITIAL
SIMILARITY ALGORITHM
Considering the semantic complementarity of SIME and
SIMT algorithms, complementary integration of the similar-
ity results of these two algorithms is conducted. The maxi-
mum value is selected:

bis · hjs = max
(
SIME

(
bis, hjs

)
,SIMT

(
bis, hjs

))
(4)

Here, the similarity computing method for bip·hjp and
bio·hjo can be obtained in a similar way.
InterlinkingValue: The initial similarity algorithm of any

triple bi in the triple set B of BaiduBaike sub-class is shown
in Eq.(5):

S_bi

=

n∑
j=1

 0.3×max
(
SIME

(
bis, hjs

)
,SIMT

(
bis, hjs

))
+0.5×max

(
SIME

(
bip, hjp

)
,SIMT

(
bip, hjp

))
+0.2×max

(
SIME

(
bio, hjo

)
,SIMT

(
bio, hjo

))

(5)

Among them, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.2 represent the weight coeffi-
cients of the subject similarity, predicate similarity and object
similarity during the initial similarity computing of the whole
triple bi, which can be adjusted according to the target effect.

The knowledge triple initial similarity corresponding to
triple set B of a BaiduBaike sub-class can be obtained after
calculating.

B. PARALLEL OPTIMIZATION FOR
INTERLINKINGVALUE ALGORITHM
1) DATA DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS - PROVE THE
CORRECTNESS OF SERIAL ALGORITHM PARALLELIZATION
Before starting the parallel optimization of serial algorithm,
we firstly investigated and analyzed data dependence rela-
tionship of the algorithm in the executing process, then used

FIGURE 3. Description of six-tuple file format.

FIGURE 4. Data dependence analysis diagram.

it as the theoretical basis for the parallel optimization of
InterlinkingValue algorithm.

To fully use the function of HDFS Architecture for Big
Data storage and the parallel computing model of MapRe-
duce by-line read-in, we conduct merge processing of the
pending knowledge sets according to the InterlinkingValue
algorithm. Merge the corresponding two knowledge sets into
a dataset of six-tuple in the form of < bs, bp, bo, hs, hp,
ho > according to the knowledge triple mapping comput-
ing relationship as shown in Fig.2. Among all, the triple of
BaiduBaike knowledge concentration triples is in the first
three columns of each line. For example, the triples set of
BaiduBaike sub-class ‘‘Currency’’ can be merged with the
triples set of Hudong top-class ‘‘Economy’’. Thus, the finally
obtained input data concentration in the form of six-tuple
according to the InterlinkingValue algorithm should contain
six-tuples totally in m× n lines, as shown in Fig.3:

Verify the correctness of the parallelization process of
serial algorithm according to Eq. (5). The data dependence
analysis results are shown in Fig.4.

It can be seen that there exists a dependence relation-
ship between S_bi and SIM(bi, h1), . . . , SIM(bi, hj), . . . ,
SIM(bi, hn). Thus, S_bi cannot be executed with SIM(bi, h1),
. . . , SIM(bi, hj), . . . , SIM(bi, hn) for parallel operation,
namely, serial execution can only be performed between S_bi
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FIGURE 5. Parallel initial similarity computing based on MapReduce framework.

and SIM(bi, h1), . . . , SIM(bi, hj), . . . , SIM(bi, hn) as the value
of S_bi can only be computed after computing the value of
SIM(bi, h1), . . . , SIM(bi, hj), . . . , SIM(bi, hn). In other words,
S_bi depends on SIM(bi, h1), . . . , SIM(bi, hn).
However, there exists no dependence relationship between

SIM(bi, h1), . . . , SIM(bi, hj), . . . , SIM(bi, hn). Thus, parallel
computing can be realized, and SIM(bi, h1), . . . , SIM(bi, hj),
. . . , SIM(bi, hn) corresponds to each line in any six-tuple file.
In other words, there exists no data dependence relationship
between any random two lines. Thus, it is available for seg-
mentation of datasets between any random lines to obtain
blocks for next-step parallel processing of each split, thus
finally obtaining the operating results completely consistent
with InterlinkingValue serial algorithm.

We confirm by proving that there exists no data depen-
dence relationship between the six-tuples participating in
the initial similarity algorithm operation, which serves as a
theoretical basis for us to carry out the parallelization trans-
formation of the original serial algorithm. Parallel executed
programs will automatically conduct Mergesort operation at
the Shuffle stage on the Reduce phase in the computing-
intensive environment. This algorithm is available for parallel
optimization of InterlinkingValue serial algorithm at the first
stage based on MapReduce [40] architecture.

2) PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERLINKINGVALUE
ALGORITHM ON FIRST STAGE BASED ON MAPREDUCE
Upload files to HDFS, read each six-tuple successively by
using the characteristic of by-line read-in at the Map phase to
implement map() method.
It only requires to implement reduce() method and accu-

mulate the output values at the Map side to further obtain the
initial similarity value of the triple. Finally, the output value
at the Map side is used as the input value at the Reduce side,
and the accumulated values are saved in HDFS as the output
value at the Reduce side, as shown in Fig.5.

To sum up, Parallel_InterlinkingValue – pseudo code of the
initial similarity parallel algorithm based on MapReduce is
shown as follows:

Parallel_InterlinkingValue(B_H)
Map method:
Input: six-tuple file B_H merging triple set B of a
BaiduBaike sub-class and the corresponding triple set H
of Hudong top-class
Output: triple of triple set B of a BaiduBaike sub-class and
its initial similarity value

1. Obtain the six-tuple sets in a file and convert it into
the file Split for the input Map process

2. for each linej in six-tuple set B_H
// Call the Map method once for each line: map(key,
value)

// Parsing the six-tuple on line j
3. bis, bip, bio, hjs, hjp, hjo← valuej.split(‘‘ \t’’)
// Generate the new key
4. bi← bis + bip + bio

5.

SIM_bihj
← 0.3×max(SIME(bis, hjs),SIMT(bis, hjs))
+0.5×max(SIME(bip, hjp),SIMT(bip, hjp))
+0.2×max(SIME(bio, hjo),SIMT(bio, hjo))

6. out(bi, SIM_bihj)
7. end map // The Map method ends
8. end for

C. ADD SEMANTIC DISTANCE TO TAGS OF ENTRY’S
INFOBOX KNOWLEDGE TRIPLES
Add a semantic distance to all the entry’s tags for each knowl-
edge triple. If the tag and the sub-class of the triplet bi belong
to the same concept, it is a center tag with a distance value
of 0. We calculate the semantic distance between tags is the
distance of other tags from the center of the circle in the same
set of concept sets. We stipulate that if the current tag belongs
to the sub-tree of the current top-class, the current tag must
be the parent-class or sub-class concept of the center tag. If
the current tag is the direct parent or sub-class concept of the
center tag, the semantic distance is 1. Because the maximum
depth of classification tree of BaiduBaike and Hudong are
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Reduce method:
1. for each linei
// Call the method of reduce once for each line in the

intermediate result set: reduce (key, values)
2. S_bi← 0
3. for each S_value in values
4. S_bi← S_bi + S_value
5. end for
6. out(key, S_bi)
7. end reduce
8. end for

both equal to 2, so the maximum semantic distance between
tags is 6.

For example, a triple <Suzhou River, Chinese name,
Suzhou River> belongs to the class: ‘‘River’’, because the
entry: ‘‘Suzhou River’’ has a tag: ‘‘River’’, but it also has an
ambiguous tag: ‘‘Song’’. ‘‘Geography’’ is a top-class and also
the direct parent-class of ‘‘River’’, so the semantic distance
between ‘‘Geography’’ and ‘‘River’’ is 1. Class: ‘‘Leisure’’
is sub-class of the top-class: ‘‘Life’’, while ‘‘Song’’ is sub-
class of ‘‘Leisure’’, so the semantic path between ‘‘River’’
and ‘‘Song’’ can be expressed as:

River→ Geography→ROOT→ Life→ Leisure→ Song
So the distance between tags: ‘‘Song’’ and ‘‘River’’ is 5.

D. A METHOD OF TARGET SIMILARITY COMPUTING OF
INFOBOX KNOWLEDGE TRIPLES BASED ON THE
IMPROVED DATA FIELD
It should be noted that the theory of data field is proposed
based on the field theory in physics [37]. It is a description
method of finalizing into field theory by abstracting the
mutual relation between data in the number domain space
as the issue of mutual effect between material particles. The
theory which expresses the interaction relationship between
different data through the potential function can manifest the
distribution characteristics of data, conduct clustering parti-
tion of dataset according to the equipotential line structure in
the data field.

The triples’ ‘‘potential function’’ is introduced while com-
puting the triple target similarity computing.

Assume f as the data field produced by data in D, and
the function fX (Y ) as its potential function. Where, X ∈ D,
Y ∈ �. It indicates the potential value generated by the data
element X at Y . fX (Y ) must satisfy the following conditions:
(1) fX (Y ) is a continuous, smooth, bounded function;
(2) fX (Y ) has isotropy;
(3) fX (Y ) is a decreasing function about distance ||X -Y ||.

As ||X -Y || = 0, fX (Y ) gets the maximum value.
As ||X -Y || → ∞, fX (Y )→ 0.

In this paper, a commonly used potential function is enu-
merated as following.

Nuclear field-like potential function:

fX (Y ) = m× e
−

(
‖X−Y‖
σ

)k
(6)

where, m ≥ 0 represents the influence intensity of X on Y ,
which can be interpreted as the mass of X . σ ≥ 0 is called the
influence factor, which determines the scope of influence of
the element. The potential function value increases with the
increase of σ . In this paper, we set σ = 10, k = 2 in order
to make the semantic distance have a greater impact on the
target similarity value.

In the following description, we assume the tag set of a
certain triple bi as T , then T = (t1, t2, t3 . . . . . . tn), n > 0
represents the number of tag, and ti represents its center
tag. It should be noted that, as common-sense knowledge,
the entry’s classification tags mentioned in the invention all
belong to the concept set in BaiduBaike open classification
system. In this paper, the shortest path length (semantic dis-
tance) between two tags is d = ||ti-tj||. Thus, field majority
function expression of the interaction between the center tag
ti of the triple bi and the other tag tj is:

ftj (bi) = S_bi
(
tj
)
× e
−

(
‖ti−tj‖

10

)2

(7)

where S_bi represents the initial similarity of the triple bi
associated with the sub-class concept tj subject to different
top-classes corresponding to the tag.

Tags not belonging to the current top-class are punished
in this paper for the purpose of weakening the initial sim-
ilarity of triples containing tags with far semantic distance
for secondary ranking based on the target similarity. The
target triples ranking behind will be removed from the KB.
Therefore, the field majority computing based on the tags
carried by the triple is required to obtain target similarity,
which is the result of the initial similarity correction. The
improved and optimized piecewise function (8) for punishing
the improper classified triples is shown as follows:

ϕtj (bi) =

{
+ftj (bi) , d ∈ (0, 3]
−ftj (bi) , d ∈ (3, 6]

(8)

Namely, tag tj belongs to the top-class of the center tag ti.
Namely, tag tj does not belong to the top-class of the center

tag ti.
Where, ϕtj (bi) is the piecewise function we built. The plus-

minus sign represents whether the current tag tj and the center
tag ti belong to the same top-class. If yes, it indicates that the
tag has a positive acting force on the triple bi; if no, it indicates
that the tag has an opposite acting force on the triple bi. The
final BaiduBaike triple’s target similarity computing is shown
in Eq. (9):

F_bi = S_bi (ti)+
n∑
j=1

ϕtj (bi) (9)

After the sorting of the initial and the target similarity set
of the triples processed by the data field according to the
similarity from large to small, it can be seen that this method
has good effect on rank descending of incorrect triples, thus
more conductive to KB denoising and refinement.
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FIGURE 6. HDFS-MapReduce Architecture.

E. KNOWLEDGE REFINEMENT ACCORDING TO THE
TARGET SIMILARITY OF INFOBOX KNOWLEDGE TRIPLE
After the improved data field algorithm processing of the
initial similarity, descending sorting according to the target
similarity value is performed. For the triple target similar-
ity set of a sub-class, the latter 41% of triples are selected
according to the idea of golden section point to obtain the
final denoised and refined knowledge set.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT - HADOOP BIG DATA
PROCESSING PLATFORM
A. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
The parallel execution architecture of InterlinkingValue algo-
rithm based on HDFS and MapReduce model is shown
in Fig.6:

Hadoop [38] is a distributed computing infrastructure
developed by the Apache Foundation characterized with a
series of features such as high scalability, high efficiency,
high fault tolerance, and low cost, which allow users to easily
develop and run applications of large-scale data processing
on Hadoop.

1) HDFS
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [39] as a distributed
file system suitable for running on general purpose hardware
is not only high fault tolerant but also suitable for application
to cheap machines. Good support for general users, with high
HDFS access data throughput, it is also very suitable for
large-scale datasets.

2) MAPREDUCE
Hadoop supports MapReduce programming model invented
by Google Inc. [40], which can solve level of Big Data
problems by using clusters. There are two independent steps

in this model, both of which can be user-defined through
configuration or Java API in the program.

Map: The input datasets will be read and converted in the
form of<key, value>. In this step, parallel processing will be
performed on input data.

Reduce: Values with the same key will be integrated and
aggregated.

3) YARN
Hadoop2.x, i.e., MapReduce upgrade, is called MR v2 or
YARN. Hadoop1.x job scheduler is mainly responsible for
resource management and job scheduling. YARN has broken
through many limitations on this basis, such as the addition
of a node manager and a container. The node manager as
a slave service co-works with the resource manager and
accepts requests from resourcemanager to allocate containers
to applications. It is also responsible for monitoring and
reporting the resource utilization and health status between
nodes to further stabilize HDFS with the strong support of
YARN.

B. ENVIRONMENT CONFIGURATION
1) HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
In this paper, our Hadoop platform consists of 9 high perfor-
mance servers (including 1 master-node and 8 slave-nodes):
DELL Power Edge R730 (Physical Machine). In the 9-nodes
cluster, each server is equipped with Xeon E5-2640 v4 CPU,
2.4 GHz, 64GBmemory and 2TB hard disk. Each slave-node
can provide 8 vCores for MapReduce jobs, so theoretically
our cluster can provide concurrent execution efficiency of up
to 64 map processes.

2) SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
Operation system: 9 servers are installed with Ubuntu 16.04
64-bit Linux operating system;
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TABLE 2. Configuration information of Hadoop.

FIGURE 7. Fragment of mapred-site.xml.

Hadoop version: Hadoop 2.9.1
Development Tools: JDK1.8 and Eclipse Neon

3) HADOOP CLUSTER CONFIGURATION
9 Servers in Hadoop cluster are connected by 1000Mbps Eth-
ernet Switch, configure IP addresses of master-slave nodes in
/etc/hosts of Ubuntu OS to build Hadoop platform, config-
ure all master-slave nodes in the cluster are in the same LAN.

C. RELEVANT PARAMETER SETTING OF
HDFS AND MAPREDUCE
For better using of HDFS and MapReduce (MR v2) frame-
work, this paper conducts parameter setting of Hadoop con-
figuration files, mainly including four files: hdfs-site.xml,
core-site.xml, mapred-site.xml and yarn-site.xml. Relevant
Hadoop configuration file information involved in this paper
is shown in Table 2:

The input block-size involved in this paper is determined
by the number of Map process in parallel execution. Thus,
obtain the following Eq. (10):

block_size =
file_size
map

(10)

Now conduct following necessary configuration for
mapred-site.xml and yarn-site.xml, shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8.

In which, mapreduce.task.io.sort.factor property is set as
100. This parameter is the memory size of map output sort,
10 as the default value; Mapred.child.Java.opts property is
the size of JVM. For maximal utility of JVM, it is set as
64000M in this paper.

The yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb property rep-
resents the total physical memory that can be used by the
YARN architecture on the node. As the configurated mem-
ory of each server is 64G, 65536M is set to fully use the
node memory and to adjust the uniform distribution of map
process; the yarn.nodemanager.vmem-pmem-ratio property
represents the ratio of physical memory to virtual memory,

FIGURE 8. Fragment of yarn-site.xml.

2.1 as the default value. To prevent memory overflow, the
value is set as 4 in this paper.

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
With Chinese online encyclopedia open encyclopedia KB as
the experimental data source in this paper, the crawler toolkit
HTMLParser is used for crawling and parsing the Infobox
structured-information contained on entry’s web page. In this
paper, the strategy for building KBs of BaiduBaike and
Hudong is based on the methods reported in Ref. [3]. There
are totally 1,698,149 and 2,161,616 Infobox triples extracted
from entries’ web page of BaiduBaike and Hudong respec-
tively. Then, the large-scale Chinese open-domain KBs are
established.

Then, the crawled data can be divided into 11 top-class
sets, each of which contains sub-class concepts and each sub-
class concept includes corresponding triples. The detailed
BaiduBaike KB is shown in Table 3.

A. PRESENTATION ON PRECISION IMPROVEMENT BY
TWO STAGES OF ORIGINAL SERIAL REFINEMENT
ALGORITHM
Next, parallel execution of InterlinkingValue algorithm will
be performed, and the serial execution results of the original
algorithm will be used as the basis for evaluating the correct-
ness of the results, the running time and executing efficiency
of the algorithm obtained by parallel implementation of the
algorithm proposed in this paper are used for evaluating.
To verify the speedup of the Parallel_InterlinkingValue algo-
rithm, every server is configured with parameters in accor-
dance with the configuration of the 9-nodes Hadoop cluster.
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TABLE 3. Information of BaiduBaike KB.

1) COMPARISON OF RANKING DECLINE OF
INAPPROPRIATELY CLASSIFIED TRIPLES ON TWO STAGES
Based on the partition of processing phases of parallel refin-
ing algorithm in this paper, the refined results are also divided
into two stages for presentation.

i) First Stage: Sorting each triples set in descending order
according to the initial similarity value running by proposed
Parallel_InterlinkingValue algorithm.

ii) Second Stage: Sorting every triple set in descending
order according to the target similarity value.

After data field processing of triple tags, sorting of the
obtained second-stage target similarity set and the first-stage
initial similarity set by descending order is performed respec-
tively, and then the changes on the number of improper
classified triples in the latter 41% of the respective sub-class
triple sets are compared respectively. As shown in Table 4,
the number of triples of improper classified in the latter
41% of most sub-class triples set increased after the data
field processing, and showed significant effect. The most
significant is sub-class ‘‘Politics and law’’, with the number
of improper classified triples increased by 347. Meanwhile,
the number of triples of improper classified in the sub-class
triples set ‘‘Bank’’ and ‘‘Architecture’’ decreased and the
reduced degree is relatively small. It could be negligible con-
sidering that the total number of improper classified triples
has increased by 761.

2) COMPARISON OF PRECISION IMPROVED
EFFECT ON TWO STAGES
Precision is an important indicator to evaluate information
retrieval effect.

Among the data at these two stages, the latter 41% of
the sub-class triples are deleted firstly, and then P-values of
remaining triples can be calculated for staged comparison.

Table 5 is made for listing the P-values of each sub-class
triple set running by proposed parallel refining algorithm at

two stages. The P-values at the first and second stage are
compared with state-of-the-art Chinese encyclopedia KBs
construction methods: Ref. [3] and [4]. There is compara-
bility between our method and Ref. [4] because knowledge
triples are both refined in the second stage of each system but
different algorithms are used. Specifically, the latter 41% of
triples in each sub-classes triple set are also deleted according
to the descending order of triples’ TF-IDF values.

It can be seen that the average P-values obtained by
TF-IDF algorithm [4] is better than that by Ref. [3]. This is
because most triples which can reflect the Infobox character-
istics of their concept achieve a high ranking, so as to easily
eliminate the noise triples which rank relatively lower. So it
can be proved that as long as we use appropriate intelligent
algorithms to refine knowledge, we will get KBs with high
quality and precision. But the P-values of parallel refining
algorithm is higher than TF-IDF algorithm [4], it is mainly
because TF-IDF algorithm can only compute the frequency
of appearing of Infobox mechanically and ignore its semantic
features completely. Therefore, some randomness will be
involved into the results of TF-IDF algorithm. By compar-
ison, our method not only introduces the TongYiCiCiLin
(extended version) as the semantic dictionary but also intro-
duces the tags of Infobox triples as their semantic feature,
so the improved nuclear field-like potential function will
have more rationality and stability in the re-ranking and re-
clustering process of triples.

The average P-values based on the parallel refining algo-
rithm has been increased state-of-the-art methods: Ref. [3]
and Ref. [4] by about 5.72% and 4.16%respectively.

B. PARALLEL_INTERLINKINGVALUE - PERFORMANCE
EVALUATING ON PARALLEL ALGORITHM OF FIRST-STAGE:
INITIAL SIMILARITY COMPUTING
The knowledge set to be processed will be stored in the
form of plain text. 17 sub-class triple sets in BaiduBaike
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TABLE 4. Changes in the number of triples of improper classified in the latter 41% of sub-class before and after data field.

TABLE 5. P-values of the latter 41% deleted at two stages.

are used as the experimental dataset of the parallel refining
algorithm. Hudong contains 11 top-classes. In this paper,
there are 9 top-classes in Hudong corresponding to 17 sub-
classes of BaiduBaike for semantic similarity computing. The
mapping relationship and the number of Infobox knowledge
triples in each set are shown in Table 6.

The number of similarity computing time is m × n × 3,
m and n are the number of knowledge triple in the dataset of
BaiduBaike and Hudong, respectively. 3 represents that each
initial similarity computing must be performed once on < S,
P, O > in the triple respectively. Thus, the total number of
computing needs to multiplied by 3, bis·hjs, bip·hjp and bio·hjo
represent the every operation.

For better use of the MapReduce architecture, this
paper sets once-call Combiner() method between map and
reduce. The Combiner() method can conduct Reduce process

once in advance on the Map side, which can reduce the
intermediate result of the mapTask output, thus reducing the
amount of remote copy data volume of each reduceTask,
eventually reflected as the shortened executing time of the
mapTask and reduceTask. As key is used for value accumu-
lation computing in this paper, it is available to set and call
Combiner() method.

For better verification of the parallelism of the algorithm,
speedup of program parallel execution is mainly used in
this paper for measurement. The size of time expenditure is
mainly reflected in the number of Map process. It requires
adjusting the size of each block according to the number
of Map processes started as one block is allocated to one
Map task. In each task, we set the number of Reduce process
by using setNumReduceTasks() method to half of the corre-
sponding number of Map process.
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TABLE 6. Mapping relationship between BaiduBaike and Hudong.

TABLE 7. Comparison of first-stage interlinkingvalue algorithm running time.

1) TIME EFFICIENCY COMPARISON
As analyzed above, it is available to control the num-
ber of the starting Map process and the distribution of
Map process according to the block_size and the mem-
ory request size in the configuration of YARN. Consid-
ering the limited hardware resources, this paper can set
1 to 64 Map processes on the 9-nodes Hadoop cluster for
evaluating the parallel time expenditure of the Interlinking-
Value algorithm and the executing efficiency of the par-
allel algorithm. While conducting experiment, we set up
each Map process only responsible for one block. Thus,
it requires setting up the size of each block according to the
number of Map process in face of or different computing
tasks. Please refer to Eq. (10) for computing method. Time
results of the Parallel_InterlinkingValue algorithm are shown
in Table 7.

In the manner of Bar Graph, Fig.9 and Fig.10 show the
comparing of the executing time of totally 17 computing tasks
running by parallel computing in different numbers of Map
processes by using Chinese knowledge refinement method
proposed in this paper. It can be seen that the executing time
of Parallel_InterlinkingValue algorithm can shorten with the
growth of computing resources.

And it also indicates that the parallel algorithm proposed
in this paper can effective reduce the program operating time
and enhance program efficiency. With the growth of comput-
ing resources, it is expected to realize the maximization of the
executing efficiency of the parallel algorithm.

2) PARALLEL EFFICIENCY - SPEEDUP
It can be known from Amdahl’s Lawthat the speedup of
parallel execution of each initial similarity computing task is
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FIGURE 9. Bar graph of comparing the executing time of Parallel_InterlinkingValue of computing tasks- Part I.

FIGURE 10. Bar graph of comparing the executing time of Parallel_InterlinkingValue of computing tasks- Part II.

shown in Eq. (10):

Speedup =
Serial executing time
Parallel executing time

(11)

The finally computed and aggregated speedup results of all
tasks are shown in Table 8.

As indicated in Table 8 that when the number of Map
processes is 8, the average execution efficiency of Paral-
lel_InterlinkingValue algorithm is 7.13 times higher than that
of serial algorithm. When the number of Map processes
is 16, the speedup of the Parallel_InterlinkingValue algo-
rithm is nearly 13. When the number of Map processes
is 32, the efficiency of parallel algorithm is nearly 24 times

higher than that of serial algorithm on average. When
the number of map processes reaches 64, the average
efficiency of Parallel_InterlinkingValue algorithm reaches
the highest, that is, the average speedup is close to 43.
Analyzing the causes of this phenomenon, we think that
with the increasing number of Map and Reduce processes,
the costs of communication between processes, compet-
ing resources and the time cost caused by Partition-
Sort and MergeSort operations (Shuffle process) required
by Reducer will gradually increase, which will gradually
slow down the growth trend of the speedup. But on the
whole, the Parallel_InterlinkingValue algorithm has good
scalability.
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TABLE 8. Speedup.

FIGURE 11. Bar graph of comparing the speedup – Part I.

We also tested the speedup of the Parallel_Interlinking
Value algorithm in the case of HDFS default block-size:
128MB. However, the average speedup obtained in this
experiment(34.22) will be less than that when 64 Maps are
executed(43.35). This is because there are only 64 Maps
can be executed concurrently in our 9-nodes Hadoop clus-
ter (at present, the total number of vCores in the cluster
is 64). Unfortunately, the number of Map processes initi-
ated by each task in the case of default block-size is gen-
erally greater than 64, so Yarn is required to repeatedly
start and allocate a large number of redundant Map pro-
cesses to execute, which leads to more time waste besides
Shuffle operations. Therefore, under the existing conditions,
we think that the Parallel_InterlinkingValue algorithm can
archive the best speedup when totally 64 Maps are run,

which equal to the total number of vCores on slave-nodes
in Hadoop cluster. We regard the execution time of running
1 map process as equal to that of the serial InterlinkingValue
program.

For clarity, we also illustrate the Fig.11 and Fig.12 in
the manner of Bar Graph for showing the speedup of
totally 17 computing tasks obtained by the proposed par-
allel computing algorithm in different numbers of Map
processes. It can be seen that the speedup of parallel
algorithm would increase with the growth of computing
resources. In allowable equipment and ideal condition, it is
expected to obtain the peak of speedup and maximization
of parallel efficiency, which also indicates that the pro-
posed Parallel_InterlinkingValue algorithm is feasible and
effective.
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FIGURE 12. Bar graph of comparing the speedup – Part II.

VII. CONCLUSION
Dealing with the tremendous amount of triples in the process
of refining and denosing the KBs on a single machine envi-
ronment will inevitably lead to the unacceptable time expen-
ditures and non-scalability of system. In order to make the
algorithm scalable and high efficiency, this paper proposes a
parallel algorithm for knowledge similarity computing and
refining knowledge triples of large-scale Chinese encyclo-
pedia based on HDFS and MapReduce, and then analyses
results with various experimentation.

Based on the 9-nodes Hadoop cluster environment, perfor-
mance evaluating and experimental verification of the pro-
posed parallel refining algorithm has been conducted on the
real world datasets. Results show that the proposed parallel
algorithm can reduce the computing time, provide our denois-
ing system with good scalability and improve the computing
efficiency to a greater degree.
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